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What?

SOFI has initiated a semantic, structured mark-up of known (pre-)standardisation activities to demonstrate an eased browsing and maintenance of the information.

Tools used:

Semantic Media Wiki and Semantic Forms extensions

http://www.sofi-project.eu
Why?

The new mark-up should make it easier for interested parties to find out what (pre)standardization activity exists in the research community, in which areas, at what stage, driven by which projects and in which standards bodies.
How?

• A data model based on the segmentation of activities presented before
What now?

To extract the full value of this data, it needs to be complete and up-to-date. Then we can support better promotion of the standardization activities and results to the Future Internet, as well as help other projects connect with existing, relevant activities with respect to specification re-use, making contributions and carrying out collaborative efforts.